
THE HISTORIC AMBASSADORS OF ITALIAN WORLD MUSIC ARE BACK  
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Mario Crispi (archaic wind instruments, vocals), Mario 

Rivera (acoustic bass, double-bass, guembri, 

vocals), Giovanni Lo Cascio (drums, percussion), Anita 

Vitale (lead vocal, keyboards), 

Special guest (on demand): Enzo Rao (violin, oud), Seby 

Burgio (piano, keys), Massimo Laguardia (frame drums, 

vocals) 
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SHORT BIO 
 

With a new line-up and the new live 

performance ‘Akoustikos’, it seems that 

Agricantus is better than ever. All is there: the 

energy, the alchemy between the performers 

and with the audience, and a more acoustic 

sound. In fact, the music swings like crazy - 

thanks also to an amazing Anita Vitale on lead 

vocal and piano.  

  

Hailing from Palermo, Sicily, Agricantus began 

their career blending Sicilian and 

Mediterranean traditional themes with 

contemporary styles such as ambient and 

trance, before swiftly adding Arabic and North 

African influences on their Mediterranean 

melting pot.  

  

By 1996 they were looking even further afield, 

traveling to Mali to record the multi-awarded 

album "Tuareg" with local musicians - long 

before the successes of Tinariwen and the 

Festival in The Desert made such trips de rigeur. 

In 1997, they made their name internationally 

with the title "Istanbul" that became part of the 

sound-track for the movie "Hamam: The Turkish 

Bath" by director Ferzan Ozpetek. In 2002, the 

tune ‘Amatevi’ was included in the  Buddha 

Bar IV compilation CD. In two decades, the 

band had released no less than 12 albums.  
 

http://www.agricantusofficial.com/


 
 

“The most eclectic and powerful Italian band of the last 

years.” Fsarah, Denver, USA  

 

“Agricantus is a strong example of blended world music 

which uses roots traditions to produce a new multicultural 

style.” Reviewer’s Bookwatch, USA  

 

” Feast your ears on an Italian group that cooks up an exotic 

blend of cross-cultural ingredients.” Dore Stein, Tangent 

Radio, USA  

 

“They are awesome performers, so if you ever get to see 

them live, you will be amazed.” Keith A. Preble, Italy  

 

ALBUMS  

1989 "Agàve:Maavro" Italy  

1993 "Gnanzù!" - CNI - Italy  

1996 "Tuareg" - LUDOS/CNI - Italy  

1998 "Kaleidos" - LUDOS/CNI - Italy  

1999 “I Giardini dell’Eden” O.S.T CNI - Italy  

1999 "Best of Agricantus" - CNI/World Class USA-Canada-Brazil  

1999 "Faiddi" – CNI - Italy  

2000 “Placido Rizzotto” O.S.T – CNI - Italy  

2001 "Ethnosphere"- CNI- Milan – Italy-France-USA-Canada  

2002 "Calura" -CNI/ElleU Italy  

2005 “Habibi” - CNI Italy  

2007 “Luna Khina” - RaiTrade Italy  

2014 “Turnari” - CNI Italy  

EP  

1995 "Viaggiari" - LUDOS/CNI - Italy  

1997 Hale Boop Souvenir - CNI Italy  

1998 Amatevi – CNI Italy  

2002 Jamila – CNI/Il Manifesto Italy  

2013 Omini – CNI/Blob Italy  

Spring 2018 

 
 

New album Akoustikòs (Vol. 1) is out now. 

 

 
 

Spread the word. 
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